
N Nickel Regular120 XN
This pattern is well known all over Europe since when the carbon content steel was unknown in the fishing tackle industry. From roach to mullets, from eels to soles, it has caught so many 
species both in fresh and salt waters, showing great efficiency when baited up and while removed from fish mouth. It’s popularity is certainly also due to the long point, parallel to shank, and 
to the narrow ankle which provide bait and fish hold. All bait which are normally pushed on to the shank are finely matching it: from pinkies and squatts to earthworms in freshwater; from 
enchovy fillet to shrimp’s tail  in the saltwater.  

Its code recalls the classic 120, as its shape comes from long shank popularity, but its strength is stepped up. In fact the wire thickness is oversized, thus the point has a wide base which 
enables it to bear stress and torsion inevitably generated during those long fights with big fish. Maggots, casters and worms are the ideal baits for it to catch chub, carp and huge bream, 

both on the pole and on waggler or feeder rods. No need to add a big barb on such strong point: that’s why Trabucco team opted for micro barb instead.

MicroBarbForgedBR Bronzed121 XB 

An excellent match hook, destined to high grade anglers who can draw the best from it by fine elastication of their poles. In fact, lightness is its best merit, and this factor puts the 607XB 
on top of roach and bream hooks, which are known to be very careful when picking up any bait which is presented in unnatural way. Before float’s antenna shows any sign of life, they 

reject the hookbait, which is left damaged and surely cannot produce another bite! The micro barb is a must to limit the damage to delicate living baits like bloodworm, maggots and small 
worms.

BN Black Nickel

Regular MicroBarb110XN & 110XK

N Nickel

N/BNN/BN

XPS SUPERCARBON HOOKS
Extra Performance Series is the name of Trabucco quality ho-
oks developed for top match anglers, which now gets much 
wider also touching different segments such as feeder fishing, 
commercial carping, trout fishing, light drifting and beach 
ledgering.

In line with existing series, also the new ones display “extra 
performance”, because the extreme quality is not only achieved 
with the development of new shapes, but also through the em-
ployed materials, the finish and functional details. The strength/
lightness ratio has been tailored size by size, taking advantage 
of the special hi-carbon content steel, which is only available in 
Japan, where these fantastic hooks are produced under strict 
quality control. All points are chemically sharpened, then further 
finished by laser to get absolute perfection and durability.
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Among many variations of the classic 631, now available in the market, this genuine one from Trabucco offers an incred-
ible strength to catch big fish with small bait like single maggot, casters and worms. Compared to the standard 631 
pattern, its wire is oversized and point is much longer, a detail which the experts regard as very important. The micro 
barb does not damage the living baits, with the obvious advantages in terms of catches. Nowadays, match venues are 
subject to extreme pressure, so the fish are more and more careful in front of big hookbaits and quite often pick up very 
small ones. Try it, and you will understand why we forecast a great success for this series. 

N Nickel Regular MicroBarb635XB

An extra-fine version of series 631, it keeps the round, wide bend and the long point, but it’s even more match fishing 
oriented thanks to the fine wire, which enables to obtain perfect presentation when fish are particularly shy. Also the 
shank’s length has been changed, opting for a longer lever which improves strike’s efficiency very much. In case of sea 
match fishing with telescopic poles or bolognese rods, such shank helps saving hooklinks from fish teeth. The micro 
barb does not damage the delicate worms like bloodworm and is also perfect for bread punch canal fishing.

N Nickel Regular MicroBarb410XN

Above, a single caster perfectly presented on a 631XB hook; 
below, a nice scardola caught by Gianluigi Sorti on the river 
Mincio around Peschiera del Garda.

INNOVATIVE PACKAGING

The new bags contain 25 hooks to keep the indi-
vidual price as low as possible. Their design has 
been cared in every detail, with upper part of the 
card changing main colour according to hook’s fi-
nish, while the lower portion is almost free from de-
corations to allow the best possible visibility of the 
product inside. In order to enable the consumer to 
quickly identify the hook’s shape, it has been printed 
in a dedicated cell. For the first time ever, also wire 

diameter is indicated on each bag, so that 
the user can evaluate the strength level, 
maybe making comparisons betwe-
en different series.

631XB & 631XK

BR/BNBR/BN

Regular MicroBarb

For all match anglers across Europe this pattern is a must since the eighties, and its popularity is probably second to none, thanks to the extreme efficiency in many conditions. The wide, 
round bend can accommodate several baits like maggots, casters worms, sweetcorn, punched bread and all their cocktails. Good for waggler and feeder fishing, has shown great chances 
with the bolognese and pole, too. Trabucco offers it in 
two different finish: bronzed and black nickel. BN Black NickelBR Bronzed

IN THE SHOP Every 10 bags of hooks, the 
retailer will find a back card showing the product’s item number. 
Such card should take place on the display wall, beyond hook’s 
bags, and will be useful to place an order when he will run out of stock.

631X6666 X6 16631X

NICKEL BRONZEBLACK NICKEL

MicroBarb

s
ck.
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701XK

More and more match anglers now understand the great advantages of barbless hooks, which really can improve catch rates not only with the pole, but also with bolo, match and even fe-
eder rods. All the words spent by experts, journalists and match winners about natural presentation immediately come into reality when somebody tries hooks like this 701XK by Trabucco. 
Both living baits and fighting fish are held by hook’s ankle, a vital part of the design because all stress and hooking power get through it. Problems greatly solved by a slightly forged curve 

and an in-turned point.

BN Black Nickel Forged Barbless

415XB

An excellent match hook, destined to high grade anglers who can draw the best from it by fine elasticate of their poles. In fact, lightness is its best merit, and this factor puts the 607XB on 
top of roach and bream hooks, which are known to be very careful when picking up any bait which is presented in unnatural way. Before float’s antenna shows any sign of life, they reject 

the hookbait, which is left damaged and surely cannot produce another bite! The micro barb is a must to limit the damage to delicate living baits like bloodworm, maggots and small worms.

Regular MicroBarbBR Bronzed

210XB

Specially developed for tough match conditions, when sudden hookbait change can produce unexpected bites. That’s why this series has been designed with medium wire and with a wide 
gape which can allow to alternate different bait without replacing the hook. Therefore, a bunch of maggots can leave the place to a sweetcorn grain, or to a worm and caster cocktail, or 
even to several, small worms to form a sort of octopus. Practically, the angler can go for colour contrast or stimulate the attack by wriggling baits. A true allrounder which can’t miss in a 

serious seatbox.

Regular MicroBarbBR Bronzed

440XN

A great balance between lightness and strength is the secret of this allround hook series, which is perfect to match a wide variety of baits: from maggots to worms, from bread to sweet-
corn, from natural honey worms to silicone ones which nowadays are getting more and more popular among trout anglers. The ankle is there to keep the hookbait into correct position, 

and this is more important in case of trout fishing, because the whole thing must actually rotate during retrieve. On normal hooks, the hookbait tend to slide down the bend, affecting the 
rotation: this is not the case with 440XN.

N Nickel Regular

623XK

This is a medium wire, long shanked hook which can face thousands of fishing conditions with great success. The black nickel finish is not only a matter of fashion or a nice 
cosmetic, but provides protection from abrasion and salt, specially on th weakest area, which is the point’s end. This means that the hook can last longer, specially in tough 
conditions like saltwater fishing. The ankle has been designed to suit trout fishing, because soft worms need to be kept in place, otherwise they tend to slide down the gape, 

actually affecting the rotation of hookbait, which is vital to catch many fish.

BN Black Nickel Forged MicroBarb
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Maurizio Fedeli

N Nickel

A quite powerful hook, useful when the expected catches are potentially big. His shape is well known and widely used in Italy since ever in case of heavy leger fishing for carp, big barbel 
and tench, as well as at sea side for sea bream and many other strong fighters, which can actually crunch the hook together with the bait! His powerful structure makes it the ideal partner 

for feeder and method fishing, where it can match strong hooklinks. The commercial angler can get benefits from the smaller sizes, which also display adequate strength.

Forged
405XN

A great hook to be used when the stress is high, but some finesse is needed at the same time. It’s the case of big chub fishing with the bolognese rod and casters as hookbait. The 
presentation must be spot on, but the fish requires strength to hold and drive it to the landing net. It’s also the case of matches involving feeder fishing, specially when bream are the target 
species: some lightness in the approach pays dividends, but any bonus fish must absolutely reach the keepnet. The most innovative area of this hook is the point, as it’s fine on top, then it 

quickly gets thick and ends with a relatively small barb. Easy penetration as soon as the fish picks up the bait, then safe hold. Definitely worth a try.

ForgedBR Bronzed Bent
710XB

In most rivers holding big fish and nearly all commercial lakes, the barb is banned to protect fish desti-
ned to be released. That’s why the new XPS range also include a hook like this, combining high strength 
with barbless point. The bent gape provides great hooking efficiency, while the in-turned point creates a 

narrow ankle which is in charge of holding the fish during hard fight. With black nickel finish, the point 
gets an extra protection against wear, allowing the angler to catch many fish without being forced to 

replace the hook before the end of the match.

BN Black Nickel Forged BarblessBent
666XK
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620XK

A stunning concentrate of strength and efficiency, with the fantastic 3D point, the super strong structure and the bend which pushes the hooking power beyond the imagination. The special 
point is almost flat on the inside, while has a rib running along the outside. Such feature strengthens the whole point, without affecting the penetration at all, easing it through the toughest 

mouths. The end result is a fantastic hook mainly for sea fishing, but also for commercial fishing in the smaller sizes. Black nickel finish offers protection against wear an salt.

BN Black Nickel Forged Bent 3D-CUT

Specially dedicated to sea fishing, this hook is tremendously reliable and efficient. For such 
reason it’s the main choice of boat anglers in the Mediterranean sea, who can catch big fish 
with paste bait or even tough shells. Compared to shank’s length, the point is quite long, as 
it goes beyond 50% of total hook’s length. This specification grants a firm hold in any condi-
tion, and, combined with beak profile plus in-turning design, makes a fantastic combination 
of power and safety.

735XN
N Nickel Forged

The correct presentation of a living crab on three XPS 735XN hooks, simply the best 
in the sea bream fishing. In spite of the rig, the crab is free to walk on the sea bottom, 
attracting the attention of the fish. The hook’s size doesn’t matter so much, because 
fish teeth actually crunch the crab’s shell, enabling the points to fit, but it’s their 
strength which counts the most. With their special carbon steel and forged bend, 
735XN hooks are actually too strong even for such a powerful fish!

261XK

All those anglers who love hard fighting fish know that often they live under thick covers or between snags. In such environments, the fish must be quickly pulled away from the dangerous 
features, but, to do so, the hook must bear tremendous pressure. This 261XK is the solution developed by Trabucco team, with a super strong structure and an in-turned point which never 

gives up. Black nickel finish provides extra protection against abrasion and saltwater, actually expanding hook’s life.

ForgedBN Black Nickel
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TFK 10 MicroBarbRegular

 Brand new hook coated with the innvoative Tef-Tek process and chemically sharpened 
needle point. Featuring a wide gap, medium wire shank and extremely strong. With micro 

barb and slightly reversed point. Ideal for big-sized fish.

BR Bronzed MicroBarbRegular
810

Designed for bleak and other small fish, the long and thin shank helps the unhooking 
process. Particularly suited to bait small maggots or bloodworms and jokers. 

BR Bronzed MicroBarbRegular
2310

Long and thin shank hook, with a narrow gap suitable for fishing all kind of fish, but 
particularly suited to fishing with bloodworms for skimmers and roach. 

The most versatile hooks in match fishing, featuring a round bend, thin wire, high penetra-
tion micro barb, chemically sharpened needle point. The Tef-Tek process ensures also the 
point will last longer. Suitable for carp, crucian, bream and chub, baiting maggots, worm, 
bloodworm and caster.

TFK 40

MicroBarbRegular

TFK 20
Featuring the Tef-Tek process, to increase the the hook’s penetration and improve presen-
tation and built with high carbon steel percentage. TFK20 is extremely light and strong. Very 
wide and slightly angular gap. Perfect hooks for carp, crucian carp, chub and big bream.

MicroBarbRegular

XPS SPECIAL SERIES
The five series shown in the 2015 catalogue are confirmed also for 2016 season, because the success they 
gained amongst top match anglers has really been wide and enthusiastic. Three of these series feature the 
PTFE finish, a Japanese technology which pushes hook’s efficiency to an higher level.

• Camouflage: the hook’s colour is faded, thus less obtrusive towards the environment in which fish live and feed. The absence of any reflection is worth 
specially when fishing shallow or gin clear waters.

• Protection: the PTFE treatment protects the point from abrasion caused by multiple catches and inevitable hit to the bottom or snags.

• Efficiency: thanks to the extremely smooth surface, the knot’s coils get very much tight and neat. Consequently, the knot’s volume is reduced with the result-
ing improved presentation.

• Bait hooking: The hook’s point gets easily through living bait’s skin, without causing any tear even in case of thick wire, which is the case of most feeder 
patterns.

PTFE is a well known polymer which is frictionless and highly resistant to wear. Once 
applied to XPS hooks, it dramatically improves their performances.

BR Bronzed MicroBarbRegular
0088188188881110000

BR Bronzed MicroBarbRegular
003131232322 12233110000
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BR Bronzed BarblessForgedLUCIFER 888

BR Bronzed BarblessRegular
LUCIFER 666

BR Bronzed BarblessRegularLUCIFER 555

BR Bronzed BarblessRegularLUCIFER 444

BarblessRegularBN Black NickelLUCIFER 222

BarblessRegularBN Black NickelLUCIFER 333

BR Bronzed BarblessRegular2510
Bronzed hook, with very special bend, high point chemically sharpened, barbless. Extremely 
strong, suitable for commercial fisheries.

Series of hooks that have been developed to face 
the demand of those commercial fisheries fans. It 
has been developed in cooperation with the best 
British match aces, where this particular fish-
ing competitions have become during these 
last years a true mania. The range of patterns 
is quite large, offering 8 different solutions. 
They are produced with the best 
stainless steel combined with 
high carbon percentage and 
also a Teflon coating, that 
preserves the point sharp-
ened for longer time. Bags of 10 
hooks.

BR Bronzed BarblessRegular2710
Bronzed hook, barbless, large bend and high penetration chemically sharpened point. Very 
strong, it is suitable for carp fishing in commercial fisheries.

BR Bronzed BarblessForgedLUCIFER 777
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The Pro-Sword hooks to 
nylon are produced with 
handcraft work, in order 
to give the best perform-
ance. 

They are tied with a 
Japanese monofilament 
of very high quality, sup-
ple and with an excellent 
knot strength. The hooks 
are tied in order stay and 
show the bait always in 
the right position, per-
pendicularly on the ideal 
fishing line. 

The quality controls are 
very strict and accurate, 
because these hooks are 
made for competitions, 
and so they must offer a 
constant quality during 
the whole production. 

The special packaging makes extremely easy 
and fast to take out the hooks, and avoid the 
creation of sharp corners on the line. The 
selection of the patterns we have used is the 
result of a 20 years long legendary fishing ca-
reer, all over the rivers of Europe. 

Every bag contains 10 hooks to nylon.

PRO SWORD
TO NYLON

PRO SWORD 100
PRO SWORD 400

PRO SWORD 200

PRO SWORD 410

PRO SWORD 210 PRO SWORD 2310
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Forged RingedBN Black Nickel
SHINKEN C5 53265

Super resistant medium wire hooks for heavy fishing and carp fishing.  Short shank, beaked point. Barbed.

Forged

Twisted

BN Black Nickel MicroBarb

SHINKEN BIG SURF 50538

Spade carbon steel hook designed for surf casting. It is perfect for big baits.

SHINKEN RYUSEN 50840

Specific hook for fishing with worms, light weight and thin shank equipped with two micro 
barbs and fast penetrating straight needle point.

ForgedN Nickel

MicroBarb

SHINKEN MEBARU 3D-CUT 50674

Spade hook with medium curve shank. Designed to be used with fragile baits, including 
live prawn.

ForgedN Nickel 3D-CUT

SHINKEN PINT 53117

Special hook, specifically designed for Surf Cast-
ing. Medium shank and aligned eye, light weight 
and high penetration needle point. Light but 
strong.

Ringed

Twisted

BN Black Nickel

MicroBarb
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MicroBarbForged RingedBN Black NickelSHINKEN ISEAMA 50188

Super strong micro-barbed hooks. A true allrounder can be used both for sea fishing as well as freshwater, 
the smaller sizes can be well employed also for feeder fishing. Available in a wide range of sizes. 

SHINKEN CHINU 3D-CUT 50339

Strong medium shank hook, light weight and 
equipped with quick, deep penetrating 3D-Cut 
Point. The ideal hook for all bottom fishing tech-
niques.

BN Black Nickel

3D-CUT

Forged

Twisted

SHINKEN MARU-KAIZU 50611

Light weight but really strong hook with a super high 
penetration point. It is the perfect hook for sea bream 
fishing (gilt-head).

N Nickel MicroBarb

SHINKEN SUPER CHINU 3D-CUT 51481

Stronger version of the Cut Chinu, it fea-
tures the same super sharped 3D-Cut 
Point.Dsigned for heavy duty fishing that 
require reliable hooks. 

BN Black Nickel Forged

3D-CUTTwistedBN Black Nickel Forged 3D-CUT

SHINKEN MADAI 3D-CUT 50610

Very strong spade hook designed to be used for Madai fishing. It features the right shape 
to bait medium/big shrimps and
similar natural baits.
High penetration 3D-Cut Point.

RingedForged TwistedBN Black Nickel MicroBarb
SHINKEN CHINU EYE 50335

Strong medium shank hook, light weight and equipped with quick, deep penetrating. The perfect choice for
heavy duty fishing in salt and fresh water.

ForgedSHINKEN GURE 3D-CUT 50330

Super strong spade hook for heavy duty fishing in salt water. The 3D-Cut Point 
grants a perfect hookset. 

N Nickel 3D-CUT
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Saverio Rosa

SHINKEN PAYAO II 50835

Tin plated stainless steel hook double reinforced toward standard Payao. Extremely strong and 
reliable. Designed for extreme live bait trolling and drifting. Ringed, colour: Tin.

RingedTwisted

Forged MicroBarbTN Tin

SHINKEN PAYAO 50825

ForgedN Nickel

RingedTwisted

MicroBarb

Tin plated stainless steel hook. Extreme-
ly strong and reliable. Designed for live 
bait trolling and drifting. 

SHINKEN AKI 3D-CUT 5170

Aki hooks are super strong thanks to the forged shank and features a deep penetration thanks to the 3D-Cut Point. Ideal for all 
challenging salt water fishing techniques. Colour: Black Chrome.

Forged RingedBN Black Nickel 3D-CUT
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SHINKEN MUTSU CIRCLE 5163 RingedForged TwistedBN Black Nickel MicroBarb

Hook designed for challenging fishing 
techniques. It is able to self position in 
the correct way inside the fish mouth 
and always allows catch and release 
action. 

Forged RingedTwistedBN Black Nickel 3D-CUT

The SW’s Straight Eye delivers a more efficient in-line hook set. SSW features include a 
3D-Cut Point for superior penetration, offset point for “sticking power”.

SHINKEN SW/SE 3D-CUT 5180

Forged RingedBN Black Nickel 3D-CUT

HD Live Bait hooks are designed for rigging large baits for heavy-duty fishing, 
such as trolling, big game and deep sea fishing. 3D-Cut Point.

SHINKEN HD LIVE BAIT 3D-CUT 5105

Forged RingedTwistedBN Black Nickel 3D-CUT

One of the most used hooks ever. According to the size you can use these hooks for a variety of techniques, from salmon and steelhead fishing 
to offshore trolling. Super reliable thanks to the 3D-Cut Point. 

SHINKEN SW 3D-CUT  5111
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SHINKEN S-75M 51642

Specific series of barbed hooks to be used to replace wobblers trebles.
Made with high-carbon steel. 

BN Black Nickel Ringed

MicroBarb

SHINKEN S-3151650

BN Black Nickel Ringed

MicroBarb

Specific series of barbed hooks to be used to replace spoons and 
spinners trebles. Made with high-carbon steel.

SHINKEN S-55BL 51611

Specific series of barbless hooks to be used to replace wobblers trebles. Made with high-
carbon steel. 

BN Black Nickel Ringed

Barbless

SHINKEN S-35BL 51607

Special super fine shank series of barbless hooks to be used to replace spoons and 
spinners trebles. Made with high-carbon steel. 

BN Black Nickel Ringed Barbless
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SHINKEN T-41 5641

The 2X strong ShinkenT-41 trebles are perfect for replacing old crankbait and plug hooks, both for fresh and salt 
water fishing. Slightly curved 3D-Cut Point allows for quick, deep penetration. Tinned finish.wate

Forged Ringed 3D-CUTTN Tin 2X Strong2

MicroBarbForged RingedBN Black Nickel

ShinkenT-36 trebles has a Black Chrome finishing and so it can be iused both in fresh and salt 
water. Round bend and needle points hooks for wide-gap hooking efficiency.

Strong1SHINKEN T-36 5636

SHINKEN T-56 MicroBarbForged RingedTN Tin 3X Strong3

The ShinkenT- 56 trebles are 3X-Strong with a corrosion-resistant black 
chrome finish and are perfect replacement hooks for improving hooking 

power of your lures. Feature a short shank, forged bends, and three straight 
needle points.

SHINKEN T-46 5646

ShinkenT-46 trebles are extremely strong, reliable and light weight. They are the best 
you can get for your salt water lures. The straight needle point grants super deep and 
fast hook set. Available in Tin or Black Chrome finish.

BN Black Nickel TN Tin

MicroBarbForged Ringed 2X Strong2

TNTNTNTN

TN/BNTN/BN

SSHH NKINKEENN T 41T 4SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH NKINKEENN T 4T 4
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In spite of being oriented to same fish species of 
some other fishing techniques, the feeder fish-
ing has some peculiarities that make neces-
sary specific hooks. First of all, the existence of 
a match circuit has increased the awareness of 
hookbait balance importance, in which the weight 
of the hook matters greatly. 

 The extensive use of multi-fiber lines, without any elasticity, puts the hook under extreme 
stress, despite the use of shock leader surely cushions it. 

Finally, the Method Feeder involves short hooklinks and causes strong reactions by 
the fish, because the bait presentation is so good that the takes are quite confident: 
a scenario in which the hook must bear enormous traction, concentrated in a short 
time span. 

That’s why we developed this special hook’s range, finished in Matt Black, 
all strictly eyed and featuring an accurate balance between strength of the 
structure and efficiency of the point.

THE FIVE MERITS OF
TRABUCCO FEEDER HOOKS
• The reliability, a primary value, considering the size and strength of target fish

• The eye, as with knotless knot a new world of opportunities is available to everybody

FEEDER HOOKS

It’s the lightest among Trabucco Feeder hooks, with a relatively thin shank. This feature puts 
it on the fore front when tough fishing is the norm, a typical condition of the last hour in the 
match or during the cold season, when even the most shy bite must absolutely be converted 
into a catch. With maggots, worms, pellet or sweetcorn the beak, barbless point does the 
job by itself, from the moment of the first grip in the fish’s mouth till the last fight in front of 
the waiting landing net.

MATCH SPECIALIST

Ringed Barbless

RegularMB Matt Black

The symbol identifying this series can be read under double meaning: “extra strong” as 
super-rugged, but also “excess” as exaggeration. Either way, a nice program in any fishing 
situation involving high stress and extreme pulls, because exceeding in the resistance never 
hurts. The forged bend is ready to bear everything, strictly cooperating with the high, beaked 
point. In the larger sizes, it is ideal for hair-rigged mini boilies, now permanently present in 
the bait bag of all commercial fans.

XS SPECIMEN

Ringed

MB Matt Black Forged

• The Matt Black finish, which doesn’t cast any glare in the water, avoiding to scare fish

• The Barbless solutions, modern, not fashionable but simply vital for the serious angler

• The wire diameter indication, which enables to compare and evaluate hook’s strength 
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A radically efficient hook, boasting a very high percentage of catches in relation to the 
number of bites, thanks to the clever design of the curve and the point, which makes it, 
practically, a “circle” commercial hook. The strength of the shank is in contrast to the point 
profile, which is high, thin and sharp, a guarantee in a fishing technique that is based on the 
self-hooking rig’s properties. The out-turned eye eliminates stress on the hooklink, while the 
anti-glare finish adds a subtle effect.

METHOD PLUS

Ringed Barbless

RegularMB Matt Black

Circle hook
Concept

Perfect for hair rig presentation of pellet and sweetcorn on the bottom, it comes from a clas-
sic carp hook design, which has been modified at barb area, drastically reduced to micro 
size. The series has been developed to provide high levels of resistance even in small sizes 
such as 14 and 16, because today it is increasingly common to tempt big fish with tiny bait, 
in the commercial circuit but also in the open waters. A strategy that can relive the attention 
of fish when they have already taken plenty of food.

SUPER SPECIALIST

Regular

Ringed

MB Matt Black

MicroBarb
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HIGH CARBON STEEL HOOKSCARCARBBOONN STSTEEL HOO HOOL KSKS
SUPER SHARP NEEDLE POINT

JAPAN TECHNOLOGY

SS

10607N

A timeless classic in lake trout fishing, made much more advanced through the reduction of 
the barb size to a bare minimum. Its structure is quite fine as to facilitate the hookbait’s rota-
tion, but rather strong to withstand the stress of the fish lifting from water. The nickel finish 
protects the point tip from wear and, at the same time, with its flashes adds attractiveness to 
the hookbait. It is recommended to snell it with a baitholding barb, facing upright. In smaller 
sizes it’s a great maggot allrounder.

MicroBarb

N Nickel Regular

10608N

An excellent lake trout hook, with a long shank that eases quick baiting and an unique, two 
steps bend which increases the overall efficiency, reducing the percentage of missed bites 
or fish loss during retrieve. The angle at the point’s base is rather narrow, in order to give a 
quick start to the hookbait’s rotation, as soon as the rig hits the water. With its forged bend, 
it offers the required strength to lift trout off the water without risks. Classic nickel finish, 
which adds attractiveness to the hookbait.

MicroBarb

N Nickel Forged

Bent

10608B-BL

Specially developed for river trout fishing, it comes from competition experiences and respects the regulations of the 
regions where the barbed hooks aren’t allowed. The high point provides optimal holding and instant penetration thanks 
to barbless design, while the narrow angle is essential for the hookbait’s rotation. The long shank is a classic for the 
earthworm; the bend is forged to provide the necessary strength to lift trout from water. The special 4S size is exactly 
10 mm wide to match the rules in force on some rivers.

Forged

Bent

BR Bronzed

4S

ns of the 
thanks 
or the 
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Barbless
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10006BN-R

The true connoisseurs of Chub fishing, those who always think about it in excess of two 
pounds weight, will surely welcome this beautiful straight hook, eyed and finished in Black 
Nickel to last longer and look unobtrusive in crystal clear waters. Tie it in a loop for the 
maximum mobility and total reliability, and go with maggots and casters to tease the prince 
of all rivers. Those who fish with maggots at sea side will discover that such loop enables to 
go up with hooklink’s diameter, because the hook has the same freedom normally granted 
by a ultralight line, useless with Seabass, Gilt Head Bream and Sea Bream!

Ringed MicroBarb

RegularBN Black Nickel

62041BN

A multi-purpose hook, a real wild card to be played in the lake trout fishing with honey worms 
or earthworms when fishing is easy, specially at the start of the match, but also at sea with 
maggots, considering its proven strength and its deadly hooking capacity. But it’s the Black 
Nickel finish his secret weapon, because it’s not just a colour, but a protective treatment 
against abrasion or the aggression of salt water. Consequently, the point tip keeps its sharp 
profile even after tens of catches. Great!

RegularBN Black Nickel

10004N

Classic long shank, straight, thin wire, designed for natural bait, which the micro barb 
doesn’t damage, while maintaining their vitality. The smaller sizes find space in the tackle 
box of any demanding matchman, who pays attention to the lightness of the hook to obtain 
perfect presentations. The largest sizes are suitable for trout fishing in difficult conditions, 
with honey worm and delicate aquatic larvae. Nickel finish is an evergreen solution to get 
wide acceptance from the whole world.

MicroBarb

N Nickel Regular

10361BN

It’s pretty interesting because it belongs to the limited club of strong hooks with eye, a seg-
ment of the market which grows in line with size and toughness of big fish, both in fresh 
and salt water. Feeder fishing at sea is discovering unexplored opportunities, and it is known 
that the strength of Gilt Head Bream and Sea Bream requires hooks of proven reliability. It is 
advisable to tie the hook on the shank, passing line through the eye to limit the stress on it 
and keep a perfect alignment to the shank.

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

Andrea Venturini & Andrea Trabucco
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11007 BEACK
Semi-forged, special anti corrosion black nickel finish. High self-hooking ratio, this hook is perfect 

for deep sea fishing using natural baits. Ringed.

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

10003 TANAGO

BN Black Nickel RingedForged

Semi-forged hook, ringed, with heavy duty point. The smaller sizes can be used also for big 
predator in fresh water, perfect for deep sea fishing.

1042 OCTOPLUS 

BN Black Nickel RingedForged

Ringed hook with forged and semi-banded shank. The long and sharp point can penetrate 
even the hardest sea predator mouth. Can be used also to rig big live bait in fresh water. 
Black nickel finish.

P1003 POWER
Nowadays, the gap between heavy feeder and carp fishing is narrow as never before, specially 
thanks to method fishing and thanks to the wide offer of dedicated baits such as pellets and mini 
boiles. This means that hooks are subject to higher pressure than in the past, so Trabucco team de-
cided to also develop special hooks like this. Every detail has been carefully studied: from wire thick-
ness to turned eye, from super sharp beak point to nice bronzed finish, a must for this sort of hooks.

RingedBR Bronzed Forged

P1039 MATCH
A classic hook for modern feeder fishing, offering a nice balance between strength and 
lightness. The out-turned eye helps knotless knot to be used to form hair rigs and present 
sweetcorn, pellets and mini boilies. The fantastic beak point is designed with a fine top edge 
in order to provide the first prick when the fish bolts and is strong enough to hold firmly 
during the fight with big fish.

RingedBR Bronzed Forged

10026 CHINU BN Black Nickel RingedForged

Ringed hook, semi-forged shank and blade point. Thanks to 
the wide range of sizes available can be used in many different 

fishing style, from drifting to deep sea fishing. Black nickel finish.
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Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

F31-SURF

Specially developed for light surf casting, it’s the ideal weapon to search fish when they are 
particularly shy, as it can present worms in the most natural way. The beak point grants 
penetration and holding properties, while the long shank offers room for long worms, easing 
both baiting and disgorging operations. The straight eye can be tied in several ways, saving 
most of the line’s breaking strength.

F-32 SURF

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

It has been so named because it’s a sister series of the legendary Hisashi F-31, born from 
same concept but with shorter stem and higher strength. Therefore, it’s destined to the 
toughest conditions, because the design of its curve is likely to answer with energy to the 
strain applied on the point tip, converting the strike force into precision and depth of penetra-
tion. Black Nickel finish protects the point from the aggression of the salt and the abrasions 
resulting from harsh life within the waves.

3282 ABERDEEN

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

Ringed hook, black nickel finish. Made using high carbon steel and extreme sharp point. 
Can be used for surf casting or boat fishing.

11014 BAITHOLDER

Ringed hook with semi-forged shank. Two micro barb help to fit the bait on the hook, very 
helpfull when using long and delicated worms or particullary soft baits. Can be used in 

many different situation, both from the shore or from the boat, black nickel finish.

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

The line gets through hook’s 
eye and is twisted in two 
opposite ways.

The hooklink with twisted line gives the hookbait a great mobility, both because it allows the use of a relatively thin line, and because the hook is not bound by a knot on the shank, but is free to swing within a 
loop. The twisted line which born from the loop is closed with a 8 knot at least 2 cm far from the hook; it offers resistance to the teeth of the fish and ends with a valuable bait-holding whisker. Below we see the 
stages of execution of the twisted line and the 8 knot.

The twisted line’s length can be adapted, then 
it must be closed by an 8-knot.

The loop size can be reduced by pulling and releasing.

1 2

3

TWISTED LINE

HOW TO TIE SURFCASTING HOOKS WITH TWISTED LINE

The twisted line folds back, 
forming a loop.

The hook gets through  
the loop, making  
an “eight”.

Moisten the knot and pull  
it gently.

2 31

8 LOOP

4
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11028 LIVE BAIT

This hook as been designed to fish mainly with live bait for Dentex and other big sea 
predator. The point is extremely sharp, forged shanks, black nickel finish. Ringed.

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

11011 O’SHAUGHNESSY

Heavy duty hook, semi-forged shank and with black nickel finish. This shape is perfect to 
be used when rigging anchovy and squid. Ringed.

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged

11026 CAT FISH

This shape is absolutely the 
most popular and effective to 
fish for european catfish with 
live baits. Big sized barb allows 
to fight the fish for long time 
without any risk. The wide sha-
pe is perfect to rig big livebaits. 
Black Nickel finish.

Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged
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MicroBarb

MicroBarbRegularBN Black Nickel
AKURA 6000

Black nickel plated hook, round and medium-thin wire, long shank, wide bend, micro barb 
and chemically sharpened needle point. Especially meant for competitions, excellent for 
bream, roach, carp and chub. Recommended baits: bloodworm, worms, corn, silkworms, 
casters.

Regular
AKURA 7000

Nickel plated hook, medium-short shank, wide bend and chemically sharpened reversed point, medium-thin wire, with anti-disgorging barb. Ideal for inland 
waters game fishing and at sea.

N Nickel

AKURA 6315

Nickel plated hook, round and thin wire, round bend, micro barb and chemical sharpened 
needle point. Excellent for inland water game fishing. Recommended baits: silkworms, 
worms, corn, casters and bloodworm.

MicroBarbN Nickel Regular

Golden hook, medium shank, wide bend, high resistance micro barb and chemically sharp-
ened point. For cyprinids in general, and excel-
lent in competition.

ForgedAKURA 3000G G GoldMicroBarbBN Black Nickel ForgedAKURA 3000
Black nickel plated hook, wide bend, medium shank, high penetration chemi-
cally sharpened point and mi-
cro barb. Recommended baits: s i l k 
worms, corn, bloodworm, caster, etc.

egular

nland 

Maurizio Fedeli
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BN Black Nickel MicroBarbRegularAKURA 200BN

Black nickel plated hook, round wire, long shank, special safety 
bend, chemically sharpened needle point, micro barb. For trout and 

tough fish fishing.

MicroBarbN Nickel ForgedAKURA 515N

Nickel plated long shank hook, medium wire, high resistance barb and high pene-
tration point. Universal purpose. Recommended bait: silkworm, bloodworm, shrimps, 

mussels, salmon eggs, worms, etc.

BR Bronzed MicroBarbForgedAKURA 220BR

Bronzed series developed for trout fishing. Semi-forged, 
medium wire long shank and special safety bend. Chemi-
cally sharpened.

BR Bronzed Forged Twisted
AKURA 250BR

Bronzed, semi-forged with short shank bend and 
very strong wire. Round safety bend and chemically 
sharpened extra sharp point. Ideal for carp.

AKURA 200NY MicroBarbRegularN Nickel

Nickel-plated hook, round wire, long shank, special safety bend, chemically 
sharpened needle point and high resistance micro barb. Recommended 

bait: silkworm, salmon eggs, worms.

medmeddmedm iumiumium wi wi w re long sh
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IX Inox RingedForged
AKURA 800SS

Semi-forged, long shanked hook, with semi-round bend. Made of carbon special steel.
Featuring high penetration point and safety barb. Very strong.

N Nickel MicroBarbRegularAKURA 6001
Nickel plated hook, with round and thin wire, long shank, narrow bend, microbarb, high pen-
etration chemically sharpened point. Universal purpose either in inland waters and at sea. 
Recommended bait: molluscs, salmon eggs, 
silkworm, shrimps and bloodworm.

N Nickel RegularAKURA 525N
Nickel-plated hook with long shank, medium-thin round wire. Narrow bend and high pen-
etration point, safety barb. Properly designed for mullet fishing. Recommended baits: paste, 
bread and silkworms.

N Nickel Forged Twisted

AKURA 7535
Nickel plated hook, semi-forged medium thin wire, semi-short shank, safety round bend, 
chemically sharpened point and micro barb. 
Excellent for sea fish.

N Nickel MicroBarbForged
AKURA 910N

Nickel plated hook featuring long shank, “S” special bend, chemically sharpened point and 
safety barb. A microbarb on the shank ensures the fastening of the bait on the hook. For sea 
fishing when dealing with live baits.

N Nickel Forged Twisted
AKURA 535N

Nickel plated hook, semi-forged, short-shank, strong wire, anti-disgorging round bend, re-
versed and chemically sharpened point. Micro barbs on the shank to keep a perfect baiting 
even after casting. Highly recommended for sea fishing.
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RegularBN Black NickelAKURA 130BN
Sea fishing hooks particularly indicated for sea bass and dorada.

BK Black RingedRegularAKURA 135B
Designed for surfcasting, beachcasting and light 
depth fishing. Featuring a round bend, medium

wire, black finish and ringed.

BN Black Nickel Regular
AKURA 140BN

Very good hook for deep fishing to sea bass, sea perch and snappers. Finish black nickel 
and with spaded shank.

RingedRegularBN Black Nickel
AKURA 145BN

Same pattern of previous model but with eye shank.
Same black nickel finish.

AKURA 187N MicroBarbN Nickel Regular

Nickel plated straight hook, long shank, round bend, 
with chemically sharpened point. Best performance 
when used at sea and freshwater.

R Red RingedRegularAKURA 115R

Round bend ringed hook, red plated, chemically 
sharpened high penetration needle point and medium 

wire. Specially recommended for surfcasting, bea-
chcasting and light depth sea fishing.

Mauro Scungio
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AKURA 9684BN

BN Black Nickel

Twisted Ringed

Forged

Black nickel hook with semi-forged wire, chemically sharpened reversed needle point. 
Excellent for surfcasting and for light sea fishing at depth, in particular for sea bass and 

dorado.

BN Black Nickel ForgedAKURA 9000

Black nickel plated hook, semi-forged, reversed and chemically sharpened point, safety round bend, bent and semi-short shank, high resistance 
barb. Especially meant for carp fishing. Recommended baits: boilies, corn, paste, polenta, worms.

BN Black Nickel TwistedRinged Forged
AKURA 11507BN

Black nickel plated hook, semi-forged wire and chemically shar-
pened reversed needle point. Safety round bend, short-shank and 

high resistance barb. Excellent for sea fishing with live bait, both 
trolling or at depth.

MicroBarbN Nickel RegularAKURA 116N
Nickel plated hook with large wire and round bend. High penetration point and anti-disgorging barb.

Designed for mackerel fishing.

Bronzed series, semi-forged, reversed and with chemically sharpened point. Featuring a 
round bend, semi-short shank. High resistance micro-barb. Especially developed for carp.

AKURA 9000BR

BR Bronzed TwistedForged
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BK Black RingedForged

AKURA 600B

Black nickel plated hook, forged, back turned eye, special anti-disgorging round bend, 
chemically sharpened high penetration point and high resistance barb. Exceptional for 

catfish, carp, pike and sea fishing as well.

BN Black Nickel TwistedForged

BN Black Nickel Twisted RingedForged

AKURA 300BN

Black nickel plated hook, semi forged medium shank, special anti-disgorging round bend, 
chemically sharpened reversed point and high resistance barb. For fishing big carp, sturge-

ons and sheats. Recommended baits: worms, paste, boilies.

AKURA 400BN

Black nickel plated hook, eyed, high penetration, high resistance barb, anti-disgorging round bend, chemically shar-
pened reversed point. For carp, pike and cat fish.

AKURA 500BN

Nickel plated semi-forged hook, strong, medium shank, bent, anti-disgorging round bend, chemically sharpened reversed 
point and high resistance micro barb. Excellent for sea fishing.

AKURA 9000N N Nickel TwistedForged

Black nickel plated hook, eyed, high resistance steel made, special safety round bend, 
chemically sharpened reversed point, semi-forged, high resistance barb. Suitable for carp, 

sheat, pike and sturgeon fishing.

Twisted Ringed

BN Black Nickel Forged
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MAGNETIC HOOK BOX

Double sided magnetic box . Each compartment has got a no magnetic inclined plane, allow-
ing to take hooks out of the box easily. Supplied with two magnetic pencils.

MicroBarbN Nickel Forged
AKURA 5500N

Nickel plated hook, semi-forged, medium wire, round bend, long shank, chemically sharpened needle point and anti-disgorging 
barb. Strong hook ideal for big fish sea fishing.

N Nickel TwistedForged
AKURA 5000N

Nickel plated hook, semi-forged, medium-thin wire, bent, with special anti-disgorging round bend, chemically sharpened 
point and high resistance micro barb. Ideal for sea bass.

BR Bronzed Forged
AKURA 9400

Bronzed hook, long and straight shank, reversed and chemically sharpened point. 
Shank featuring two microbarbs allowing to tightly fasten large baits. Meant for eel 

fishing it is also recommended when fishing at sea.

DIAMOND HOOK SHARPENER

Rapture Hook sharpener is designed to sharpen your hooks perfectly. It will allow you to 
regenerate and sharpen to a needle point the hooks, suitable for all shapes and sizes.
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SERIES ON BOOKLET

The Akura hooks are the bestselling hooks in the world, because their great quality and perfor-
mances offered by the high carbon percentages and steel used in production. The points are 
chemically sharpened, hand tied with a Japanese monofilament of excellent quality, and che-
cked by 5 different quality controls They are extremely reliable and offered at a great value for 
money. Available in two versions: the booklet and the card, both containing 10 hooks to nylon.

AKURA TO NYLON

CARASSIO 6000

CAVEDANO 6315

MAIS 9100

CARP 9000

CARP

ZANDER

MAIS CARP

TROUT 200NY

CEFALO 525N

BREME 6000

TROUTBREME

SERIES ON CARD
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Sabiki rigs are the best way to fish from the boat for small pelagic preda-
tors such as mackerel and scad. The chemically sharpened carbon hooks 
are equipped with feathers, fluorescent beads and fish skin. We suggest 
to use our rigs with a weight proportioned to the stream of the water. A too 
heavy lead will make your fishing not really good. Your Sabiki must always fluc-
tuate in the stream.

SABIKI

7cm

210 cm

5 cm

180 cm

5 cm

180 cm

5 cm

180 cm
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Ready tied rigs for both freshwater 
and saltwater fishing, that can be 
used even without any live baits 
thanks to the special feathers and 
fish skins used to assemble them. 
With Sabiky you’ll be able to catch 
fishes all around the world. Each rig 
have been tested for long time be-
fore its launch on the market. One 
of the most important advice is to 
try them with different size of leads, 
as they allow you to change the 
retrieve. Instead to use a lead you 
can try them with a feeder filled with 
groundbait, to stimulate the fishes 
to feed. Available in different com-
binations hook/monofilament, in 
many varieties and different colours.

FUEDAY

5 cm

180 cm

5 cm

180 cm

7 cm

180 cm

WATCH THE VIDEO
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This rig has been designed and created for striped bream fishing and for sandy bottom fishing. It is used while drifting, so that when the line is cast the rig lays out perfectly. The weight 
is attached to the swivel with a 
spring catch and the tip works 
with two hooks under the sinker 
and one above. Suitable for use 
on all sandy or muddy bottoms 
to catch striped bream, sea 
bream and gurnard.

PRE-TIED RIGS

GREY MULLET SPECIAL

30 cm

30 cm 20 cm

30 cm40 cm 20 cm30 cm

Snap Link to Sinker

SPECIAL STRIPED BREAM

MACKEREL PLUS

This rig has been designed and created for big mackerel fishing. The large hooks can hold copious amounts of bait for even super sized fish! Usually used in suspension with light weights 
or sometimes mounted on 
a line with a sliding float. 
It can also be successfully 
used for other techniques 
such as fishing from the 
shore.

Hooks hand-tied with high quality 
monofilament. Ready to use with 20 
cm leader and ready-made button-
hole for quick substitution. Ideal for 
deep sea fishing and surf casting.

BAIT HOLDER
Hooks hand-tied with high quality 
monofilament. Ready to use with 20 cm 
leader and ready-made loop for easy 
substitution. Ideal for deep sea-fishing 
and surf casting.

ABERDEEN

This 5 or 8 hooks rig has been designed and cre-
ated for grey mullet fishing, but it has also proven 
attractive to many other species. It can be used in 
two different ways: 1) On the surface, baited with 
a piece of stale bread - 2) On the bottom, with a 
tangerine-sized ball of groundbait. For the latter 
application, Trabucco Team Master Mullet White 
groundbait is recommended.

Grey Mullet 150

Grey Mullet 180

Special Striped Bream 140

Special Striped Bream 150

55 cm

50 cm

55 cm

50 cm

60 cm

50 cm

Series of rigs ready to use, developed and tested by World Champion anglers. Seven 
versions for every kind of ground bottom and fish species, assembled with first quality 
accessories on a special semi-soft spool on which they can be easily rewound once used.
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